
Dress Code 
LSP 
STUDENTS: Students and parents need to be aware of the importance of good grooming and 
neat dress. It is the responsibility of the parent or guardian along with the student to see that 
neatness, cleanliness and personal grooming reflect the Christian atmosphere of the school and 
the personal hygiene expected of individuals. All students in Preschool through 8th grade will 
follow the dress code. The standard dress code allows students the opportunity to perform and 
grow in their role as students.  
 
STUDENT DRESS CODE  
Slacks: Solid navy blue or khaki in cotton or cotton/poly blend. Denim, corduroy, knit, fleece and 
wind pants are prohibited. No low rise hip huggers. No tight fitting pants. Please make sure 
pants fit well. All pockets must be interior slash pockets, no zipper pockets. No capris or 
cropped pants. No rivets, buckles, and NO LOGOS EXCEPT APPROVED SCHOOL LOGO.  
 
Shorts: Solid navy blue or khaki in cotton or cotton/poly blend. Denim, corduroy, knit, and fleece 
are prohibited. No low rise hip huggers. No tight fitting shorts. Please make sure shorts fit well. 
All pockets must be interior slash pockets, no zipper pockets. No rivets, buckles, and NO 
DECORATIONS AND NO LOGOS. Shorts must be no shorter than 3 inches above the knee.  
 
Dresses, Jumpers, skirts, and skorts: Solid navy blue or khaki in cotton or cotton/poly blend. 
Denim, corduroy, knit, and fleece are prohibited. All pockets must be interior slash pockets, no 
zipper pockets. Dresses and jumpers are permitted to have no more than 2 patch pockets on 
the front. Dresses, jumpers and skirts must be worn with navy blue, hunter green, khaki or white 
tights, kick pants or full length leggings. No rivets, buckles, and NO LOGOS EXCEPT 
APPROVED SCHOOL LOGO. Dresses, jumpers, skirts, and skorts must be no shorter than 3 
inches above the knee. Leggings may only be worn under a skirt or dress. 
 
Shirts: Solid navy blue, hunter green, or white, collared shirts (either polo style, button down or 
turtleneck) may be long or short sleeves. Sleeveless shirts are not permitted. NO 
DECORATIONS OR LOGOS EXCEPT APPROVED SCHOOL LOGO. Shirts must be tucked in 
at all times. Shirts must have button closure only. No turtlenecks with long sleeves may be worn 
under short sleeve shirts.  
 
Sweaters: Solid navy blue, hunter green, or white, crew and v-neck pullovers or cardigan style. 
NO DECORATIONS OR LOGOS EXCEPT APPROVED SCHOOL LOGO and NO HOODS. 
Cardigan style sweaters must have button closure only and a dress code collared shirt must be 
worn underneath.  
 
Sweatshirts: Solid navy blue, hunter green, or white. Sweatshirts must have a banded bottom 
and long sleeves. A dress code collared shirt must be worn underneath and the collar must be 
visible. Quarter zip and hoodies with the APPROVED SCHOOL LOGO are permitted in school. 



NO DECORATIONS OR LOGOS EXCEPT APPROVED SCHOOL LOGO. Sweatshirts with 
hoods and/or zippers may only be worn at recess.  
 
Monthly Spirit Day: School pride apparel may be worn only on the designated Spirit Shirt Day or 
as determined by the school for special school functions. School Pride apparel consists of any 
current or previous year’s Spirit Shirt or Saint Patrick logo wear.  
 
Socks and tights: Solid navy blue, hunter green, khaki, black or white. Socks must be worn at all 
times. NO VISIBLE DECORATIONS OR LOGOS EXCEPT APPROVED SCHOOL LOGO.  
 
Shoes: Shoes must be worn at all times. They must have enclosed toes and heels and nonskid 
soles. Tennis shoes are the preferred choice. No sandals, slides, crocs type shoes, clogs or 
boots. Shoestrings must match the shoe and be tied at all times. Tennis shoes are required for 
physical education class. Fashion tennis shoes with an interior high heel are prohibited. 
 
Jewelry and accessories: Girls may wear one pair of stud earrings, no dangling earrings. Boys 
may not wear earrings. No other visible body piercing or tattoos allowed. One bracelet or watch 
per arm and one necklace may be worn. No cosmetic make-up of any kind is to be worn. 
Fingernail polish is considered make-up. Decorative hair accessories must be navy blue, hunter 
green, white, or khaki or must blend in with the student’s natural hair color in a way that does 
not draw undue attention or distract from the learning environment.  
 
Belts and suspenders: Beginning in 4th grade belts are to be worn.  They must have plain 
buckles.  They must be worn with slacks, shorts, skirts, and skorts that have belt loops. Belts 
must be plain and black, brown, navy blue or khaki. Suspenders are prohibited. 
 
Hair: Must be neatly combed and of natural color. Boys’ hair must be above the eyebrows, 
above the ears and off the collar. Girls’ hair must not hang in their eyes.  
 
Scout Uniforms: Boy/Cub Scouts may wear class “A” uniforms on meeting days. Girls Scouts 
may wear their complete uniform with a collared shirt on meeting days.  
 
Rolla Choral Arts Society Uniforms: Members of the Rolla Choral Arts Society may wear their 
choir uniform on choir function days. 
 
Athletics (7th and 8th Grade Only): Participants may wear their team shirt/jersey with dress code 
bottoms on meet/game days. 
 
The application and enforcement of this dress code is at the discretion of the school’s 
administrator. For example, the administration may choose to waive some dress code 
requirements on the day that student pictures are taken or on other dates to celebrate specific 
events. Questions are to be directed to the principal.  
 



The faculty and administration will enforce the dress code and shall be responsible for taking 
corrective actions if a student fails to adhere to the school’s dress code. The school 
administration will make the final determination as to whether or not a student is in compliance 
with the school dress code.  


